Mesoscopic simulation of phase behaviors and structures in an amphiphile-solvent system.
We have performed a three-dimensional simulation of mesoscopic structures in a mixture of AB amphiphilic molecule and C solvent by employing the density-functional theory under the conditions that (i) the size of the AB is much larger than C and (ii) the affinity between A and B is much larger than the affinity between B and C. First, we have calculated the free energy of five periodic structures, i.e., the lamellar phase, hexagonally packed cylinders, body-centered-cubic spheres, face-centered-cubic spheres, and gyroid phase for different sets of the concentration of AB (ϕ[over ¯]_{AB}) and the χ parameter (χ_{AC}). By comparing the free energies for these structures, the χ_{AC}-ϕ[over ¯]_{AB} phase diagram has been obtained. In addition to these periodic structures, it has been shown that nonperiodic structures such as spherical and rodlike micelles can be obtained although they might be metastable phase.